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BUS SERVICES — TRIAL ROUTE 14 
Grievance 

MS E. EVANGEL (Perth) [9.26 am]: I present this grievance to the Minister for Transport on behalf of 
a number of constituents who have directly voiced their concerns to me on how changes to the redirection of bus 
route 15 have affected them. Due to the realignment and to serve those affected by the change, a six-month trial 
of bus route 14 was introduced at the same time to serve Brady Street and Tasman Street, which were no longer 
served as a result of the realignment. As the minister is aware, the trial was subsequently extended for a further 
six months to allow for a better determination of the patronage statistics by Public Transport Authority and to 
examine whether this service is viable and should be continued. I believe this trial is drawing to an end and we 
are all keen to know what the trial statistics have revealed and what the intended outcomes are for the 
Mt Hawthorn community. 

I have mainly received complaints from a few people who find it difficult to not only walk the extra distance to 
get to bus stops but also cross heavily congested main roads to access their homes. Each and every complaint 
I have received is important to me and everyone is entitled to be heard. It is imperative that we do our best to 
support all members of our community, including the elderly. Getting out and about in the community is an 
activity we should support our elderly to do, as it helps to keep people healthy and happy. For some people, 
a visit to the nearby shopping centre is a daily outing and one that they look forward to greatly. I acknowledge 
that the route 14 trial was indeed commenced with this intention in mind and to provide this opportunity for 
locals, particularly the elderly, to access the local shopping centre. Additionally, I have recently received 
correspondence from some residents who are keen to see the route 14 trial come to an end as they have informed 
me that they believe the service is not well patronised, and they have been unhappy with the continuation of 
buses travelling along their street. It is their opinion that the route should not be continued. 

As I mentioned earlier, with the trial of route 14 drawing to an end, it is important that I have some answers to 
provide to the people who use it and want to see it continued. This is an issue that has caused a lot of stress and 
angst amongst some of the bus users. Therefore, on behalf of my constituents, I ask the following. Firstly, why 
was the original bus route 15 changed when it was a route that was entrenched in the Mt Hawthorn community 
and served our community well, especially the elderly? Secondly, will bus route 15 revert to its previous route; 
and, if not, why not, and does the minister have the statistics to prove that the realigned route is of greater benefit 
to the Mt Hawthorn community than the previous alignment? Thirdly, what are the current patronage statistics 
for bus route 14, and if the service is discontinued, what other public transport options would be available for 
those people affected by the changes? 

Minister, I would like to thank you for taking the time to listen to this grievance. I stress that the people who 
have complained to me take it very seriously. However, I understand that there are differing opinions in my local 
community about the whole realignment of the original bus route. I look forward to hearing what the outcomes 
are. 

MR D.C. NALDER (Alfred Cove — Minister for Transport) [9.30 am]: I thank the member for this 
grievance and I acknowledge her advocacy for better public transport outcomes on behalf of her community. 

I think it is important to reflect on the history of the changes made to the route 15 bus service and the 
introduction of trial bus route 14. Following a review of the route 15 bus service in early 2015, Transperth 
proposed changes to realign the route 15 bus service in Mt Hawthorn to reduce journey times and move the 
terminus to Glendalough station to improve connections with the Joondalup train line and other bus routes. Two 
options were presented to the public, both of which shortened journey times and relocated the terminus to 
Glendalough station but no longer served Leeder Street, Pollard Street or Cayley Street. Standard marketing 
procedures were followed to inform the public of these proposals. This included posters on local bus routes, 
alerts by email, a notice on the Transperth website, advertisements in local papers—the Guardian Express and 
the Stirling Times on 17 February 2015—and letters to the relevant local governments, education facilities, 
retirement villages and other community stakeholders. 
Members of the public were given the opportunity to provide feedback via email, the Transperth website, 
mailing a feedback form to Transperth offices or the Transperth InfoLine, or by attending one of the consultation 
sessions. Transperth service planning and Swan Transit representatives were available at the consultation 
sessions held at Glendalough station on Thursday, 19 February, and at The Mezz shopping centre on 
Scarborough Beach Road on Thursday, 19 February and Saturday, 21 February. The community consultation 
period closed at 5.00 pm on Friday, 27 February 2015. Transperth received a total of 244 feedback submissions. 
Of the feedback received, 123 submissions were positive, which was 50 per cent; 72 were neutral, or 30 per cent; 
and 49 were negative, or 20 per cent. Overall, the majority of the feedback received was positive or neutral about 
the proposed changes. Of the positive responses received, the majority were in favour of changes that would 
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result in a quicker journey time and a connection to Glendalough station. Of the negative responses received, 
objections were raised regarding the suitability of buses travelling on certain roads, the location of stops—some 
people did not want them on their verges—and increased walking distances to their new stop for some residents. 
Many of these responses were relayed to my office by the member for Perth. Following the member’s 
approaches to my office, I instructed the Public Transport Authority to undertake a full and considered 
assessment of all potential options to treat the concerns of her constituents. As a result, Transperth suggested that 
a new trial bus service could be implemented to operate along the portions of route 15 that were no longer being 
serviced under the proposed changes. New Transperth bus route 14 was proposed to operate between 
Brady Street, Mt Hawthorn and The Mezz shopping centre in Mt Hawthorn via Tasman Street. The trial was 
proposed to operate Monday to Friday, excluding public holidays, and to provide four trips in each direction, all 
of which were timed to operate during the free travel period for seniors between 9.00 am and 3.30 pm. 
I approved this route 14 trial proposal subject to ongoing patronage reviews. 
Modified bus route 15 commenced on Sunday, 9 August 2015, and new bus route 14 commenced on Monday, 
10 August 2015. I understand that the member for Perth met with staff from my office and Transperth planners 
in April this year and she was informed that the route 14 bus service had not been successful to date. In fact, 
many service trips operate without picking up a single passenger, and the average for all trips since the 
commencement of the trial is only 0.7 passengers per service. I have agreed to extend the trial until August this 
year to provide a full 12-month trial period. Unless there is a turnaround in demand for the service, it will be 
withdrawn in August this year. An option that the member may consider on behalf of her constituents is to 
approach the City of Vincent to determine whether it has the capacity to provide a dedicated community bus 
service for Mt Hawthorn residents. I understand that some local governments provide these types of customised 
services that are more capable of meeting the specific needs of some user groups, rather than the mass transit 
public transport services provided by the state government. 
I am sure that the member can appreciate that Transperth has many competing demands for services, and it 
would be more appropriate to focus the resources currently dedicated to route 14 services on other areas that 
experience significantly higher levels of demand. Again, I appreciate the member raising these concerns on 
behalf of her community. 
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